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"Conditions become defined as problems when we 
come to believe that we should do something 
about them. [...] How do conditions come to be 
defined as problems? Values, comparisons, and cat-
egories contribute to the translation."

Kingdon, John (2003). Agendas, alternatives, and public policies. p. 109
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Method

• Document analysis

• Interviews with 11 persons:
• 5 medical professors or physicians involved in research
• 1 immunologist
• 1 internal medicine/addiction specialist
• 2 gastroenterologists/hepatologists
• 1 infectiologist

• 3 (former) FOPH employees
• 1 former politician specialized in health politics
• 1 former CEO of a pharmaceutical company
• 1 managing director of an advocacy group



Problem Stream

High drug prices 
led to limitation

Hepatitis C 
still seen only as
a liver disease

Lack of
epidemiological
data ?

High estimated numbers
of unreported cases



"Where a big discussion has developed in the 
professional world and between us is whether 
asymptomatic hepatitis C is worthy of treatment 
or not. If someone is only infected, only the carrier, 
should one really treat him or not? And this 
automatically leads to the question: Do we have 
to look for them or not?"

From interview with employee of the FOPH, 2019



Policy Stream
Vision: 

Elimination of hepatitis 
by 2030 

Integration 
into the national 

HIV program
and HIV structures

Screening of the
population

Swiss 
hepatitis strategy

Removal
of limitation



Policy entrepreneur
Until 2015

• Gastroenterologist/hepatologists
• Employees of the FOPH



Policy entrepreneur
Since 2017

• Hepatologists
• Infectiologists
• Patient representatives
• Professional office with general manager



"A media release must always have a certain 
‘touch’ in order to be taken up by the media –
I think that is a double-edged sword. Because 
everything we finally published still had a certain 
inaccuracy. Sometimes you can make false hopes."

From interview with physician, 2019



Political Stream

Federal Council and senior official at FOPH:

à no major changes in leadership

Federal Commission on Sexually
Transmitted Infections (EKSI)

à change in presidency



Policy window and "coupling"

Parliament (Council of States)

• Interpellation
Federal funds for the fight against viral hepatitis

• Motion
Elimination of hepatitis should be part of 
a national HIV program

Federal Commission on Sexually
Transmitted Infections (EKSI):

• Joint Roadmap on HIV and hepatitis
elimination



Summary

Problem 
Stream

Policy
Stream

Political 
Stream

New therapy à reassessment of the issue:
HCV moved from being a «condition» to
being a «problem»

New research and evidence
à different picture of the disease
à called for new approaches
Feasible solutions (integration into HIV structures)

Policy Entrepreneur
From expert to
advocacy organization

Politicians who were willing to become
engaged in this matter
à counterbalance to the administration

Policy Window
Renewal of the 
national HIV program



Conclusion

Sound 
epidemiological data
as a prerequisite

Funding and a FOPH 
that is committed

Crucial role of
a policy entrepreneur



"The data do not speak 
for themselves."

Kingdon, John (2003). Agendas, alternatives, and public policies. p. 94
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